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Abstract� We compare several modern ������present� worldwide earthquake
catalogs to infer their completeness� earthquake origin time and hypocenter loca�
tion accuracy� magnitude�scalar seismic moment errors� and di�erence between
individual focal mechanism�moment tensor solutions� The Harvard centroid mo�
ment tensor �CMT�� U�S� Geological Survey �USGS� MT� USGS �rst�motion
�FM� focal mechanism� PDE and ISC catalogs have been analyzed and com�
pared� The catalogs� completeness and accuracy vary in time and depend on
earthquake depth and tectonic environment� We propose a new statistical method
for evaluating catalog completeness and show the results for the CMT dataset� A
di�erence in frequency range of seismic waves used in earthquake processing leads
to varying degrees of catalog completeness for foreshocks and aftershocks close in
time� Earthquake origin time versus centroid time as well as hypocenter location
versus centroid location can be explained well by earthquake scaling relations�
Comparing moment magnitudes and regular earthquake magnitudes yields esti�
mated magnitude uncertainties and shows that latter magnitudes poorly estimate
earthquake size for large events� Moment errors reported in the CMT solutions
are well correlated with the CMT�GS�MT magnitude di�erence� and hence indi�
cate magnitude uncertainty well� A normalized seismic moment tensor has four
degrees of freedom and its accuracy can be represented as the non�double�couple
�non�DC� component value� the ��D angle ��� of DC source rotation� and a posi�
tion of the rotation pole� Our results suggest that a routinely determined non�DC
component is in most cases only an artifact� The distribution of the ��value varies
over catalog time� earthquake depth� focal mechanism� and magnitude� The seis�
mic moment errors and the value of the non�DC component are indicative of the
��value� for the best solutions� the ��D angle in the CMT catalog is on the or�
der of 
� � ��� The CMT catalog is obviously the best dataset in completeness
and accuracy of its detailed solutions� Our results specifying uncertainties and
completeness of global earthquake catalogs� can be used in studies of geodynamic
processes� tectonic deformation associated with earthquakes� earthquake stress
analysis and in many other applications of earthquake catalog data� Seismogram
interpretation techniques can be reviewed and possibly revised in light of these
results�

Short running title Global Earthquake Catalogs

Key words Earthquake catalogs� Catalog completeness� Origin time and loca�
tion errors� Magnitude accuracy� Earthquake focal mechanisms and their uncer�
tainties�
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�� Introduction

Earthquake catalogs are primary data sources for inferring earthquake behavior� testing
hypotheses� understanding geodynamic processes associated with earthquakes� and many
other endeavors� Any quantitative study of earthquake catalogs should address the problem
of catalog accuracy and its in�uence on obtained results� Examining catalog properties
will also help guide future improvements in seismic observation and catalog reporting�

In this work we evaluate the accuracy of modern earthquake catalogs� especially the
catalogs of seismic moment tensor solutions� Some catalog uncertainties like origin time�
location� and magnitude have been studied earlier� primarily by comparing local with
worldwide earthquake catalogs �for example� Kuge� ����� Smith and Ekstr�om� ���
� �����
R�ohm et al�� ����� Harte and Vere�Jones� ����� Storchak et al�� ����� Patton� ����� and
references therein�� For the early part of the CMT catalog Dziewonski and Woodhouse
�����a�b� reported the results of its comparison with the PDE data� Engdahl et al� ������
considered global and regional hypocenter di�erences in the ISC and PDE catalogs and
relocated nearly ������� hypocenters for the period ��������
� They also analyzed epicen�
ter and depth shifts between the relocated solutions and that of the CMT and USGS�MT�
Hel�rich ������ and Frohlich and Davis ������ recently investigated some properties of
global seismic moment catalogs�

Catalog accuracy includes a completeness of earthquake list as well as an estimate
of uncertainty in determining earthquake parameters� Although some catalogs provide
an internal estimate of parameter errors� such an estimate should be cross�checked by
comparison with similar evaluations� preferably by independent techniques�

We use notation m �or sometimes mw� for the moment magnitude

m �
�

�
log��M � C � ���

where scalar seismic moment M is measured in Nm and C � � �cf� Patton� ������ Other
slightly di�erent values for C are often used� Kanamori ������ implies C � � �

��
� Hanks

and Kanamori ������ propose C � � �
��

� whereas� for instance� Pasyanos et al� ������
p� ����� and Ekstr�om and Dziewonski ������ apply C � � �

��
� �It is interesting to note�

that Pasyanos et al� as well as Patton cite Hanks and Kanamori� ����� as the source for
their C�value�� The di�erent choice of C would only slightly shift the magnitude value by
a small amount� and since magnitude is the empirical measure of earthquake size we may
well select a simpler formula ��� for its computation� The magnitude is used here as an
auxiliary variable mostly for illustration and comparison with old data and results� We
consider the moment M�values as a primary� proper physical measure of earthquake size�
In all our calculations� we take from the Harvard CMT or USGS�MT catalogs the scalar
moment value M � corresponding to the double�couple source�

Quantifying errors in various catalogs is inherently di�cult� since the true origin times�
locations� and seismic moments are unknown� However� some inferences can be made� We
propose to assess the di�erences between earthquake catalogs using three basic means�
First� we compare the features of individual catalogs to certain well�veri�ed and generally�
known relations� For instance� it is generally accepted that the completeness of a catalog
may be gauged by examining it in reference to the Gutenberg�Richter �G�R� law� Some
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inferences about the relative completeness of di�erent catalogs can be made by comparing
the �t of each and subsets of them to such models� Another way to compare two catalogs
is to examine earthquakes recorded in one catalog but not in another� We study such cases
in detail and investigate the possible sources of such errors� A third method is to inspect
pairs of events occurring in both catalogs� Typically an earthquake will be present in both
catalogs and earthquakes common to both catalogs can be matched together� However�
the matched earthquakes will di�er somewhat from one catalog to the other in terms of
their estimated origin time� location� scalar seismic moment or magnitude� and moment
tensor� Although we cannot assume that one estimate is correct and thus measures the
error in the other� some inferences may be drawn from the patterns of deviations in these
estimates between catalogs�

We investigate accuracy of catalogs mostly by comparing earthquake parameters listed
in di�erent ones� as well as using the G�R law to infer a catalog completeness threshold�
Catalog completeness� errors in earthquake origin�centroid time� epicentral� hypocentral
and centroid coordinates� magnitude uncertainty� as well as focal mechanism and seismic
moment tensor accuracy are all considered in the following sections� Since each of these
earthquake parameters may become a focus for a separate extensive study� we have to
limit the scope of our work� In particular� in this work we did not investigate catalog
completeness in a wake of a strong earthquake �see more below in Section ��� as well as
uncertainties in earthquake depth determination�

A major emphasis in our investigation is the Harvard CMT catalog� which seems best
in completeness and accuracy of its solutions� The CMT catalog entries also provide the
most thorough and detailed description of earthquakes� including errors in seismic moment
tensor components� Of all the earthquake parameters under investigation� the seismic
moment tensor uncertainties are especially targeted The reason for this is the di�culty
in studying tensor data� the analysis of which has been insu�cient� Recently� regional and
local MT catalogs have been compiled �see� for example� Pasyanos et al�� ����� Zhu and
Helmberger� ����� Fukuyama and Dreger� ����� Pondrelli et al�� ����� Kubo et al�� ������
thus accuracy analysis for MT datasets should be performed�

�� Catalogs

By modern earthquake catalogs we mean collections of estimated earthquake origin
times� hypocenter or centroid locations� measures of earthquake size �scalar seismic mo�
ment or appropriate magnitude�� and �nally earthquake focal mechanisms or seismic mo�
ment tensors� Such data sets give a reasonably full description of an earthquake� for
instance we can compute far��eld� low�frequency seismic radiation or earthquake static
displacement using the above information� However� detailed studies of earthquake occur�
rences show that this description is far from complete� since each earthquake represents a
process with moment tensor or focal mechanism varying in extended time�space� More�
over� because earthquakes have fractal features� even de�ning an �individual� earthquake
is problematic earthquake catalog records appear to result from a complex interaction of
fault ruptures� seismographic recordings� and their interpretation �Kagan� ����a� p� �����
We will comment on this topic later in the paper�

The catalogs satisfying the above requirements were compiled beginning in the ����s�
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Presently� several extensive catalog datasets exist� Frohlich and Davis ������ as well as
Hel�rich ������ discuss their properties� In this paper we analyze global earthquake cat�
alogs� the companion paper �Kagan� ����b� considers these catalogs as well as local or
regional catalogs in California�

To compare catalogs of moment tensor inversions� we use two conventional �ordinary�
global catalogs �PDE and ISC�� The PDE worldwide catalog �Preliminary Determination
of Epicenters� ����� and references therein� is published by the USGS �U�S� Geological
Survey�� the current catalog ends on January �� ����� The catalog measures earthquake
size� using several magnitude scales� of which the body�wave �mb� and surface�wave �MS �
magnitudes are provided for most moderate and large events since ���
 and ����� respec�
tively� The catalog contains more than 
����� shallow earthquakes with mb � 
 from ���

to �����

We also analyze the earthquake distributions for the ISC worldwide catalog �Inter�
national Seismological Centre� ���
� and references therein�� The ISC catalog supplies
solutions from many seismographic networks� In this study we use only the ISC solution
for all earthquakes� the records identi�ed as explosions are excluded� The available catalog
starts �������� and ends �����������

We study the earthquake distributions for the global catalog of moment tensor inver�
sions compiled by the Harvard group �Dziewonski et al�� ����� see also references and
earthquake statistics for ��������� in Dziewonski et al�� ������ Although the current
catalog starts from ���� �Ekstr�om and Nettles� ������ the ���� data are signi�cantly dif�
ferent from the rest of the catalog in terms of their completeness� thus in this work we
use the catalog starting from ����� The catalog contains �����
 solutions over a period
from �������� to ����������� In addition to origin times� hypocentral coordinates and
magnitudes mb and MS taken from the PDE or ISC catalogs� the CMT catalog includes
seismic moment centroid times and locations as well as estimates of seismic moment tensor
components �Dziewonski et al�� ����� Dziewonski and Woodhouse� ����a�b�� Each tensor
is constrained to have zero trace ��rst invariant�� i�e�� no isotropic component� Double�
couple �DC� solutions� i�e�� with tensor determinant equal to zero� are supplied as well�
Almost all earthquake parameters are accompanied by internal estimates of error�

The global catalog of moment tensor solutions� issued by the USGS �Sipkin� �����
Sipkin et al�� ����� and references therein�� spans ������������������ and contains ����
solutions� We call this catalog GS�MT� The origin times and hypocentral coordinates are
taken from the PDE catalog� and the seismic moment tensors are assumed to have zero
�rst invariant� The catalog does not provide estimates of tensor component errors�

The global catalog of �rst�motion focal mechanisms was also issued by the USGS �Need�
ham� ����� and references therein�� The available catalog� called GS�FM below� spans
��������������
�� and contains ��� DC solutions�

�� Catalog completeness

Catalog completeness needs to be considered from three somewhat interconnected
points of view
��� Due to limited sensitivity and coverage of the Earth by seismographic networks� small
events are generally missing from earthquake catalogs� Thus� we need to establish a mag�
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nitude threshold �or cuto�� mt� above which a catalog can be considered reasonably com�
plete� We use the deviation from the G�R relation to study catalog completeness �Sec�
tion �����
��� The magnitude threshold is not uniform in time and space� the largest level �uctu�
ations occur after large earthquakes� For example� a cursory inspection of the southern
California catalog �Hileman et al�� ����� demonstrates that after the ��
� Kern County
ML � ��� earthquake� the threshold increased to about mt � ������
 from its usual value
mt � ��� for at least a few days� In active aftershock sequences after a strong earthquake�
an inter�event interval is often smaller than an earthquake duration� hence earthquake
records overlap� presenting a di�cult problem for event identi�cation and interpretation�
With a high probability an overlapping seismogram record would be identi�ed as a larger
shock� leaving a catalog depleted of smaller aftershocks� In addition� catalog compilers are
overwhelmed by a great number of aftershocks in a sequence� so they may pass over some
smaller shocks� The global catalogs we study in this work have a much smaller magnitude
range� and are thus less vulnerable to such disruptions� In principle� magnitude threshold
�uctuations can be studied by the same methods we use in item �� We do not investigate
these intermediate�term �hours�days�weeks� threshold �uctuations here�
��� Earthquakes are not point sources� but have complex temporal and spatial inter�
nal structure� Therefore� depending on the frequency of recording equipment and in�
terpretation method� each can be represented as one earthquake or as an extensive
foreshock�mainshock�aftershock sequence �Kagan� ����a�� These short�term �seconds�
minutes� di�erences in the catalog completeness are considered in Section ���� we use the
comparison of missing earthquakes in di�erent datasets to study these catalog features�

��� Magnitude completeness threshold

Several methods have been proposed to establish the magnitude completeness threshold
for local and global catalogs� Wiemer and Wyss ������ review many such methods and
propose their own technique based on �tting the magnitude distribution with an exponen�
tial law �an analog of the G�R relation� and estimating the average di�erence between a
theoretical approximation and experimental statistical distribution� The G�R distribution
is equivalent to a power�law or the Pareto law for scalar seismic moment values �Kagan�
����� ����a��

In this work we �rst apply a simple method for testing a possible non�uniformity of the
GS�MT �and other� catalogs we compare the numbers of shallow �depth limits ���� km�
events in about � year time intervals �Fig� �� throughout the catalog�s time span �see
also Fig� � in Kagan� ������ Such a test should yield a reasonable result if there are few
extended aftershock sequences in a catalog a likely condition for a catalog with a high
magnitude cuto� like the Harvard and GS�MT datasets� The curves in Fig� �� especially
for smaller magnitudes� exhibit a highly inhomogeneous earthquake rate� only after ���

do the annual numbers of earthquakes stabilize for m � 
�� events� Only for m � ��� is
the rate stable starting at about ����� i�e�� during most of the GS�MT catalog�s time�span�

For the Harvard catalog we employ a technique similar to Wiemer and Wyss� ������
design� but based on a more conventional statistical method� It estimates not only the
di�erence between theoretical and observed distributions� as in the above reference� but






also a probability that this di�erence may be due to random �uctuations� We approximate
the seismic moment distribution �Kagan� ����a� by a power�law �in agreement with the
G�R relation� when changing the magnitude threshold from some minimum value up to
mv � ���� i�e�� clearly above any possible value of the catalog�s lower threshold� Therefore�
this method assumes that �� earthquake size has a theoretical power�law distribution and
�� deviation from this law at the small earthquake side of the distribution is caused by
some events missing in a dataset�

In Fig� � we display the magnitude�frequency relation for earthquakes in three depth
ranges shallow� intermediate� and deep� Approximation by a G�R law is also shown� The
curves �solid lines� exhibit random �uctuations� especially at the large earthquake end�

We use these distributions to determine the sliding value of � �the power�law exponent�
as the lower magnitude cuto� moves from mv � ��� �the minimum moment magnitude
recorded in the catalog�� Fig� � shows � depending on mv for three depth ranges in the
CMT catalog� The curves behave similarly� starting with a very low value at mv � ����
Around mv � 
�
� the ��values stabilize at the � � ���� which corresponds to the classical
b�value of the G�R law equal to ���� After the plateau� � starts increasing again around
mv � ���� This gradual increase is due to the simple power�law�s inability to account for
decay in the distribution tail more quickly than a power�law� This decay is thought to
come from the �nite size of the earthquake generating tectonic layers �see more in Kagan�
����� ����a��

At the smallest values of mv� the power�law �or G�R relation� does not �t the empir�
ical distribution� To account for this� we employ the Kolmogorov test �see� for example�
Stephens� ����� Kagan� ���
� assuming that the seismic moment empirical distribution
follows the power�law with the exponent � �the null�hypothesis�� The test measures the
probability � of making an error in rejecting the hypothesis� For example� � � ���� means
that we may reject the null�hypothesis when in reality it is true� but the probability of
such an error is low � ���

There is a problem with the standard Kolmogorov test the null�hypothesis should be
known exactly� If we determine the parameter � from experimental data� the test needs to
be modi�ed �Stephens� ������ Kagan �����a� suggests that for all earthquakes the param�
eter � has a universal value of about ����� If we assume this conjecture� we can employ
the standard Kolmogorov test� However� even if the earthquake size distribution follows
a universal law� Kagan �����a� shows that the maximum earthquake size or earthquake
corner seismic moment �Mc� varies� especially for oceanic earthquakes� If several earth�
quake populations with the universal ��value but with di�erent Mc�values are mixed� the
resulting dataset would exhibit apparent � variation �Vere�Jones et al�� ������

Below we carry out the Kolmogorov test using both assumptions the universal ��value
and the ��value determined using an equivalent of Aki�s ����
� formula �Deemer and
Votaw� ��

�� To apply the Kolmogorov test in practical terms� we arrange our earthquake
size data in ascending order and then calculate for the k�th earthquake

D�
N � max

��k�N

�
k

N
� F �Mk�

�
� ���

which is the maximum di�erence between the theoretical F �Mk� and empirical cumulative
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distribution functions� Here N is the number of earthquakes in a catalog� Although there
could be an �excess� of earthquakes near the threshold value due to chance� we assume that
such an event has a negligible probability of reaching a critical level and can be ignored�
Thus� because missing earthquakes would cause the theoretical curve to fall below the
empirical distribution function near the magnitude threshold� we need calculate only a
one�sided di�erence�

Standard statistical tables provide ��values for selected D�
N di�erences� In our test

we want to calculate the variation of � as the magnitude threshold varies continuously�
Bol�shev ������ p� ���� proposes for ��� � � � ���� and N � 
� the following approxima�
tion for the Kolmogorov distribution

D�
N �

r
� log�

�N
� �

�N
� ���

From ��� and ��� the signi�cance level � can be calculated as

� � exp

�
��N

�
D�
N �

�

�N

��
�
� ���

As outlined above� these equations are valid for the standard Kolmogorov test when the
theoretical distribution is known exactly� Table �A in Stephens ������ shows that for the
modi�ed Kolmogorov test� in the range  ��� � � � ����! the D�

N �values in ��� should be
increased by a factor of about ��� to account for estimating the ��parameter�

In Fig� � we display the ��values for earthquakes in three depth ranges� The behavior
of curves is similar for this and other plots usually the ��level raises rapidly at some
mt�value which we call the �critical� or �real� threshold value� Before this sharp increase�
the null�hypothesis can con�dently be rejected� but if we reject it afterwards for larger
mv� we risk making a large error rejecting the hypothesis when in reality the power�law
model is true� For larger mv�values sometimes the ��curves decay again �as in Fig� � for
intermediate and deep events�� This decay is not caused by missing earthquakes� because
if a catalog is reasonably complete at a threshold mt�value� it is unlikely that even larger
events have been missed� The cause of the ��value decay may be random �uctuations�
some details of seismogram interpretation technique� or perhaps the inhomogeneity of
earthquake populations discussed earlier in this subsection�

For example� the Harvard catalog uses long�period �mantle� waves to interpret larger
earthquakes �Dziewonski et al�� ����� Dziewonski and Woodhouse� ����a�b� Kuge and Lay�
����a� Frohlich and Davis� ������ Depending on its particulars� this technique may intro�
duce a bias in determining the scalar seismic moment� and subsequently a deviation from
a power�law behavior around a magnitude where such a change is taking place� Earth�
quakes included in the GS�MT catalog are also processed di�erently depending on their
size �Sipkin� ����� Frohlich and Davis� ������ see more discussion in Section ���� Similar
in�uences of seismogram processing technique on magnitude distribution are unavoidable�
and special care must be taken to minimize and correct them if necessary�

To demonstrate the possibility of magnitude determination bias� Fig� � displays
magnitude�frequency relation for earthquakes in three depth ranges shallow� interme�
diate� and deep� One set of curves is for all earthquakes in the CMT catalog� another is for
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earthquakes in which mantle waves have been used in solutions� These low�frequency �pe�
riod ��
 s� waves are used mostly for larger earthquakes� From the diagram� the transition
from employing purely body�wave solutions to both type of waves occurs at about m � ���
for shallow events� m � ��
 for intermediate ones� and m � ��� for deep earthquakes�

Tables � and � display the magnitude threshold values obtained for various time� depth�
Flinn�Engdahl region categories �Kagan� ������ and focal mechanisms of earthquakes�
From Table � it is obvious that both Kolmogorov tests described above produce similar
results� The threshold is higher in the �rst �ve years of the Harvard catalog and decreases
afterwards� con�rming the results of more informal analysis �Molchan et al�� ����� Kagan�
����� ����a�� The annual numbers of events shown� for instance� in Dziewonski et al�

������ their Fig� �� also con�rm this pattern the numbers are signi�cantly lower for �����
����� increase for the ��������� period and stabilize thereafter� Intermediate and deep
earthquakes have in general a lower value of mt� Since the accuracy of the test depends on
the number of earthquakes sampled� estimating the magnitude threshold for these events
exhibits higher random �uctuations�

Table � shows the mt�value estimates for earthquakes in di�erent tectonic provinces
and having di�erent focal mechanisms� For instance� we combine into �Subduction� region
category earthquakes occurring in several Flinn�Engdahl regions with subduction type
plate boundary deformation �see more detail in Kagan� ���� and ������

An earthquake is considered to have a normal focal mechanism if its most�compressive
principal axis of the moment tensor �P �axis� is more vertical than either principal axis B
or T �Frohlich ������ Similarly� we determine focal mechanisms for thrust and strike�slip
events� Again� since the numbers of earthquakes in each table entry is relatively small �
usually a few tens or hundreds of events �Table 
 in Kagan� ����a� � the mt�values exhibit
great random variability� Subduction and oceanic earthquakes have relatively large mt�
values� whereas continental events have the smallest magnitude threshold� Except for
strike�slip oceanic earthquakes� there is little obvious di�erence between earthquakes of
various focal mechanisms� The high mt�value for the strike�slip oceanic earthquakes can
be explained by the low and varying corner moments of these events �Bird et al�� ������
Testing this strongly inhomogeneous sample yields a high magnitude cuto� estimate� since
the curvature of the magnitude�frequency relation caused by varying corner magnitude mc

resembles that produced by incompleteness of the catalog� When evaluating a catalog�s
completeness by the Kolmogorov test we assume that earthquakes follow the G�R relation�
if the corner moment is close to the threshold value� there is practically no scale�invariant
region in earthquake size distribution� hence the test results are biased� Thus� the high
mt�value may be an artifact here�

��� Catalog comparison and temporal features of earthquake occurrence

As another test of catalog completeness� we employed a program in two catalogs which
matched events closest in time and space� After some experimentation the following win�
dows were selected for comparing the CMT and GS�MT catalogs a distance between
centroid and hypocenter of less than ��� km� a time di�erence of less than � min� The
GS�MT catalog lacks many earthquakes from the CMT catalog� especially before ���
�
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Fig� � explains this by a high magnitude cuto� for the former catalog before ���
� Thus�
below we primarily investigate the completeness of the CMT catalog�

Fig� 
 displays a distribution of earthquake magnitudes for the CMT catalog which
cannot be matched with the GS�MT events using the criteria outlined above� The lack
of earthquakes with m � � in the CMT dataset could be explained by closeness of these
earthquake magnitudes to a magnitude threshold and magnitude uncertainties in both
catalogs �see Section � below� while the GS�MT magnitude may be above� for instance

��� the CMT magnitude may be lower� putting it below mt�

We inspected individually all �missing� earthquakes m � � in the plot� Out of seven
events� the most plausible explanation for six mismatches is that according to the PDE
catalog� these earthquakes have a complex temporal structure two �or several� events are
listed in the PDE catalog for each CMT entry� In some cases the GS�MT catalog selected
a close foreshock as a mainshock� whereas the CMT catalog would use a second earthquake
in a sequence as the main event� or vice versa� Only one earthquake� ��������
 ������
m � ���� listed in the GS�MT catalog appears to be totally missing from the CMT catalog�

Identifying earthquakes becomes more di�cult when we compare the CMT catalog with
the PDE or ISC datasets� Christophersen ������ her Fig� ���� indicated that even some
of PDE and ISC m � � earthquakes are �missing� in the Harvard catalog� Since the PDE
and ISC catalogs are based on higher frequency seismic recording� they often list several
earthquakes for each CMT event� Most of these could be classi�ed as close aftershocks
and sometimes as close foreshocks� We found 
� earthquakes MS � � present in the PDE
catalog but missing in the CMT dataset which can be explained as close aftershocks� Some
of these earthquakes can be quite large seven events have MS � ��
� The largest of these
events� the New Ireland region earthquake ���������� at ��
��� recorded MS � ��� in
the PDE catalog� This earthquake is clearly a close aftershock of an event at ������
m � ����� which is listed in the CMT dataset�

About �� MS � � events in the PDE catalog cannot be explained by temporal proximity
to CMT earthquakes� We investigated individually all earthquakes with MS � ��� in the
PDE catalog missing from the CMT catalog� Upon close inspection� most appear to
be part of foreshock�mainshock�aftershock sequences� Only two moderate earthquakes �
���������� ����� MS � ��� and ���
���� ������ MS � ��� are missing entirely from the
CMT catalog� The latter event is obviously an aftershock of a strong Chilean earthquake
���
���� ������ �m � �����

We carried out a similar comparison of the CMT and ��������� ISC catalogs� There
are �
 earthquakes with mb � � in the ISC catalog which cannot be matched to CMT
events� Almost all of these can be identi�ed with close aftershocks or foreshocks of CMT
events� Two earthquakes ������
�
 ������� mb � ��� and ��������
 ����
� mb � ����
lack appropriate equivalents in the CMT catalog� and the �rst event is missing in the PDE
list as well� The second earthquake was mentioned above as listed in the GS�MT catalog
and missing in the CMT set�

We investigate quantitatively the di�erence in earthquake time distribution for the
global catalogs� Fig� � displays an example of a distribution of inter�earthquake time
intervals for the CMT catalog� The cumulative distribution is binned according to the
magnitude of the earthquake that was �rst in time� for larger events� longer time intervals
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are observed� This feature may be explained by longer coda waves for large earthquakes�
The time delay between earthquakes could be characterized as �dead�time�� Of course for
earthquakes such dead�time is not a deterministic� clear�cut feature� it manifests itself by
statistical shift of a distribution toward longer time intervals� The lack of sharp cuto�
in distribution plots can probably be explained by occurrence of strong aftershocks in
a coda of mainshocks� or even an earthquake larger than an initial shock� In such cases�
seismogram interpreters would try to identify and process a large event� an e�ort less likely
for a smaller aftershock �see also discussion in item ��� in the beginning of this section��

We summarize the results of measuring inter�earthquake time distributions in Table ��
The decile ���� is the time interval in which ��� of earthquakes follow another earthquake
in ��� � m � 
�
 magnitude range� Such an interval approximately characterizes the time
delay caused by coda waves from the �rst event on identifying and listing the following
earthquake� The � �parameter value is dependent on frequency of waves used in magnitude
determinations� � sec for mb� �� sec for MS and several tens or hundreds of seconds for
moment magnitude� These greatly di�erent values are at least partly responsible for iden�
ti�cation of earthquakes in close sequences of events� Kagan �����a� p� ���� discusses the
���� San Fernando� California earthquake for which widely di�erent aftershock numbers
are available in various catalogs�

As another example� let us consider aftershock numbers for the ���� Chi�Chi �Taiwan�
earthquake the local catalog �Teng et al�� ����� p� ���� lists �� ML � 
�� events in the
�rst hour of the sequence� some of them quite large� including four with ML � ���� For
the same time period� the PDE catalog shows six mb � ��
 aftershocks� Finally� the �rst
aftershock in the CMT dataset comes only four hours after the mainshock� Therefore� de�
pending on frequency characteristics of seismographic network and seismogram processing
technique� the same earthquake sequence may be identi�ed as one complex earthquake with
some subevents� or as a foreshock�mainshock�aftershock sequence with many �individual�
earthquakes�

The di�erent treatment in various catalogs of close�in�time foreshocks and aftershocks
is especially important in studying earthquake temporal relations� During an earthquake
and immediately before and after it� the rate of dependent events increases as a power�law
according to Omori�s law �Kagan� ����b� Ogata� ����� ������ During this period any
�missing� earthquake would strongly in�uence an estimate of occurrence rate� so proper
accounting and modelling of these events is a necessary pre�condition for any such in�
vestigations� To ensure catalog completeness and homogeneity� in earlier investigations
�Kagan� ����b� p� ��
� we excluded from a catalog every aftershock which is closer to a
mainshock than the estimated coda wave duration� Unfortunately� this important property
of earthquake catalogs has not been su�ciently studied�

Summarizing the results of a completeness study for the Harvard catalog� we infer from
our tests that the catalog appears to be reasonably complete� If we omit earthquakes
in temporarily close foreshock�mainshock�aftershock sequences which are not resolved by
low frequency seismograms used in the CMT processing technique� only a few moderate
���� � m � ���� earthquakes may be missing from the catalog� It seems that these events
occurred primarily in the early part of the catalog� The magnitude completeness threshold
of the catalog decreased from about 
�� in the �rst 
 years to about 
�� in recent years� The
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threshold also seems to vary with earthquake depth� tectonic region� and focal mechanisms
of earthquakes�

�� Origin�centroid time

Fig� � displays time di�erence �"t � tcmt � tpde� for CMT�PDE shallow ����� km�
matched earthquakes versus moment magnitude� We approximate the distribution by a
linear and quadratic relation "t versus magnitude� One should expect that "t is propor�
tional to M��� �Smith and Ekstr�om� ���
�� but since some "t�values are negative �i�e��
centroid time is less than the origin time�� we cannot use the power�law in the approxi�
mation� Instead� we binned "t into half�unit magnitude intervals and� if the earthquake
number in a bin exceeds four� we show in Fig� � the dependence of average "t and its
standard deviation on magnitude� By a solid line we display a power�law approxima�
tion obtained by Smith and Ekstr�om ����
� when comparing the CMT and ISC catalogs�
"t � ���� ���m������

�
� The above formula is similar to that obtained by Dziewonski and

Woodhouse �����b� their Figure ��a� for shallow earthquakes�

There is a � s baseline shift in theoretical teleseismic P �wave travel times between
the PREM model �Dziewonski and Anderson� ����� used by the Harvard group and the
Je�reys�Bullen model used by the ISC and PDE �Smith and Ekstr�om� ���
� Ekstr�om�
private communication� ������ Following Smith and Ekstr�om ����
�� we adjust the time
"t by � s to account for this bias�

The logarithmic scale of Fig� � misrepresents the relation between average time �"t�
and its standard deviation ��t� In reality the coe�cient of variation "t���t is approxi�
mately constant �about ������
� for all magnitude bins� Such a relation is to be expected if
earthquake rupture is self�similar in time�space �cf� Smith and Ekstr�om� ����� their Fig� ���

In Table � we display time di�erence �"t� for CMT�PDE and PDE�ISC catalogs as
approximated by a linear relation "t versus magnitude� Results from Fig� � are entered
as the second row in the table� Most earthquakes in Fig� � are concentrated in the magni�
tude interval � � �� where the distribution exhibits no e�ects of non�linearity �i�e�� linear
approximation is like the quadratic one�� The average time delay �"t� for m � � event is
about � sec� the standard deviation decreases slightly with depth� There is no appreciable
di�erence in the "t behavior for CMT�PDE or CMT�ISC catalog comparison�

As should be expected� comparing the PDE and ISC catalogs yields di�erent results the
average "t is close to zero� and its standard deviation is smaller than that of the CMT�PDE
and CMT�ISC match� Both "t and ��t for PDE�ISC comparison show practically no
dependence on magnitude� In the CMT�PDE and CMT�ISC comparisons� "t includes
both time errors and the e�ects of rupture propagation from a hypocenter to a centroid�
For the PDE�ISC comparison� only errors in origin time contribute to "t� however� since
both these catalogs often use data from the same seismographic stations� the ��t value
may be an underestimate� The standard error again decreases with earthquake depth� To
estimate origin time errors ��t� in the PDE and ISC catalogs� we may assume that such
errors are approximately equal in both datasets� Then

�t � ��t�
p

� � �
�

This implies that the average origin time uncertainties are on the order of one second for
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the PDE and ISC catalogs�

There is little� if any� change in the CMT�PDE or PDE�ISC time di�erence �"t� during
��������� and ��������� time span of both catalogs� respectively� However� the standard
error ���t� decreases slightly � by about ��� � during ��������� for PDE�ISC� possibly
re�ecting more accurate solutions�

�� Location uncertainty

We compare earthquake locations in three catalogs CMT� PDE� and ISC by mea�
suring horizontal distances between the matched events� i�e�� we study relative location
di�erences� For the CMT and PDE catalogs� Fig� � displays the dependence of average
distances between a horizontal projection of the centroid and the epicenter on the moment
magnitude� As in Fig� � we exclude the last bin that contains only three earthquakes �see
Fig� ��� Although the distribution of distances cannot be Gaussian� we also show standard
deviations to display the uncertainty of each distance measurement� The standard errors
and average distances decrease slightly with magnitude in the magnitude range  � � �!�
afterwards they start to increase� The decrease is apparently caused by a better location
accuracy for stronger earthquakes� whereas a subsequent increase is connected with a ��
nite size of earthquake focal zone and di�erence in centroid and epicenter locations �Smith
and Ekstr�om� ������ At magnitude about � � ��
 the latter e�ect is stronger� so the last
few points are better approximated by a power�law line suggested by Smith and Ekstr�om
������ for dip�slip earthquakes �L � aM���� with a � ���� � ���	� where moment is
measured in dyne�cm��

For smaller earthquakes� a simple quadratic polynomial formula yields a better �t in
Fig� �� A minimum value for average distance �about �� km� is reached at about magnitude
�� consistent with �ndings by Smith and Ekstr�om ������ their Fig� ��� They state that
the minimum median distance for CMT and ISC locations is approximately �
 km� Our
comparison of CMT and ISC catalogs yielded distance values slightly �
����� higher that
those for the CMT�PDE match�

Average CMT�PDE distances decrease with earthquake depth for m � � and depth
interval ���� km� we obtain average distance � R � � ���� km� for depth interval ���
��� km �R� � ���� km� and for depth interval ������� km �R� � ���� km� Engdahl
et al� ������ their Table �� also �nd that the average epicenter di�erence between the CMT
solutions and their relocated epicenters decreases with depth from about �� km for shallow
earthquakes to about �� km for deeper events�

The distance signi�cantly depends on catalog earthquake time T in years�

�R� � a� � a� � �T � Tc� � ���

where a� � ���� km� a� � ���� km�y� and Tc � ����� These �R� regularities mean that
as of now the distance between centroid and epicenter should be of the order ����
 km for
m � � shallow earthquakes and decrease to about �� km for deeper events�

Fig� �� displays the average distances for matched epicenters of the PDE and ISC
catalogs� As expected� there is little or no dependence of �R� on magnitude for the largest
earthquakes� and the average distances and standard deviations decrease in magnitude
interval mb � 
� �� again due to more accurate earthquake locations� For m � � shallow
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earthquakes the average distance is about � km� testifying to reasonably accurate epicenter
locations in these catalogs� One must note� however� that earthquake data in these catalogs
are not fully independent� Both catalogs use� at least partly� the same set of seismographic
records and the same or similar Earth structure in epicenter construction �Storchak et al��
������

Similar to the CMT�PDE match� the average PDE�ISC distances also decrease with
earthquake depth and exhibit a similar dependence on time for m � 
 and depth interval
���� km we obtain a� � ���� km �see Eq� �� these a��values are for year Tc � ������ for
depth interval ������ km a� � ���� km� and for depth interval ������� km a� � ���� km�
The value of a� is almost the same for all depth ranges a� � ���� km�y� hence� present�day
accuracy should be signi�cantly better than the above values�

Fig� �� displays the histogram of epicentral distances for PDE�ISC matched events� If
errors in epicenter location have a Gaussian distribution with a standard error �x and �y
in latitude and longitude� respectively� the distances should be distributed according to
the Rayleigh distribution

	�R� �
R

��R
� exp

��R������R�
�
� ���

where �R is an uncertainty in latitude or longitude di�erence for epicentral distances
�R � �x

p
�� if errors are equal for the PDE and ISC catalogs� and �x � �y � The Rayleigh

law corresponds to the distribution of a vector length in two dimensions� if the components
of a vector have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and the standard error �R� The
theoretical curve in Fig� �� has been adjusted to have the same average distance �R� as
in the empirical distribution�

The �t of the theoretical curve to the histogram is far from good� the empirical distri�
bution has a much �fatter� tail than the Rayleigh law� Why is this#
��� Some events may be misidenti�ed in two catalogs or the epicenter coordinates may
have been determined with a large error in one of the datasets �cf� Storchak et al�� ������
Individual manual inspection may be necessary to review all these outliers and correct
them� if necessary �cf� Smith and Ekstr�om� ���
� ������ Because of the large volume of
work required� we have not yet resolved this problem�
��� The fatter tail may result from location errors that are strongly inhomogeneous in time
and space �Storchak et al�� ������ The evidence outlined above indicates that the average
distance varies in time and depends on earthquake depth� It should be expected that for
some earthquake pairs� such distance variations may be greater than others and so cause
the distribution tail to �fatten� up�

�� Magnitude accuracy

Before analyzing magnitude errors� we should discuss de�ning magnitude as a measure
of earthquake size� The seismic moment and its derivative� moment magnitude �see Eq� ���
have a clear physical meaning �Aki and Richards� ������ which makes them appropriate
to measure earthquake size� However� as we mentioned in Section �� the fractal nature of
earthquake process makes de�ning an individual earthquake and its parameters uncertain
for close�in�time sequences�
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Ordinary magnitudes are empirical functions developed to represent earthquake size in
the early days of seismology� These quantities lack a well�de�ned physical meaning one
usually uses empirically derived correlations to obtain physical quantities from conventional
magnitudes� Thus� in evaluating magnitude errors� two factors need to be gauged the
uncertainty of a magnitude measurement itself and any error in transforming the obtained
magnitude into a physically relevant quantity�

��� Moment tensor catalogs

Fig� �� displays the dependence of di�erence in moment magnitudes for matched shallow
earthquakes in the CMT and GS�MT catalogs� The dependence has been approximated
by a linear

"m � a� � a� � �m �mr� � ���

and quadratic regression

"m � a� � a� � �m �mr� � a� � �m�mr�
� � ���

where mr � �� and m is the moment magnitude from the CMT catalog �m � ����� If
magnitudes di�er by only random error� the values of regression coe�cients a�� a�� and
a� should be close to zero� Their values are small� only for the quadratic polynomial a� is
relatively large� pointing out the non�linearity of the mutual magnitude relation� Sipkin
������ p� ����� notes that the �lter employed by the USGS inversion technique $��� can lead
to a bias in the estimated scalar moments larger than approximately ���� Nm  m � ����!�%
Most likely� this is the bias observed in the plot� Another source of the non�linearity is a
change in the magnitude evaluation technique as exempli�ed in Fig� �� The variance for
the magnitude di�erence is the result of errors in both catalogs�

���m � ��cmt � ��usgs � ����

where �cmt is the assumed standard variation for the CMT catalog�

In Table 
 we collect the values of the regression coe�cients and standard errors for
several choices of catalog� depth ranges� and magnitude comparison� Results from Fig� ��
are entered as the �rst row in the table� Table � in Kagan �����a� lists CMT�GS�MT log�
moment di�erences �" log��M� for other magnitude thresholds and catalog time spans�

A similar plot �Fig� ��� for the CMT�PDE catalogs shows a di�erent picture all
the regression coe�cients are relatively large� testifying to the large di�erence in both
magnitudes �compare also Table 
� row ���� The standard error ��m is also by almost a
factor of two larger than for the CMT�GS�MT comparison� The signi�cant non�linearity
of the quadratic regression curve comes from the saturation of the MS scale� which starts
at about MS � ��
 �cf� Ekstr�om and Dziewonski� ������

For the body�wave magnitude mb� the coe�cient values and the standard error increase
again �Table 
� row ��� Fig� �� displays the comparison in the more conventional format
mb versus m� The mb saturation e�ect is also represented more clearly than in Fig� ���
The line of dots starting� for example� at mb � � shows that a mb � � earthquake may
correspond to the moment magnitude ��
 and larger the body�wave magnitude is of little
value in estimating seismic moment for a large earthquake �cf� Dziewonski and Woodhouse�
����b��
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Since the ��m�value for CMT�PDE comparison is signi�cantly larger than that for
CMT�GS�MT� it is clear that most of the uncertainty is caused by mb errors� conversion
errors mb � m� or combination of both� If we take� for example� �mb

� ���
� then the
uncertainty in estimating the moment magnitude from known body�wave magnitude is
about

&�m � �mb
�a� � ���� � ����

assuming a linear �t� For the quadratic regression the slope of the curve is even smaller
for m � ��
� hence� the errors would be signi�cantly larger than ���� predicts�

Table 
 summarizes the main results of magnitude accuracy analysis� The �rst four
rows demonstrate that the magnitude uncertainty decreases by about a factor of two as
earthquake depth increases from about zero to ��� km� In all comparisons of moment mag�
nitudes �CMT�GS�MT� the bias �a�� and linear term �a�� values are very small� demon�
strating that for moderate and large earthquakes� moment tensor inversion provides a
consistent measure of earthquake size� For only the largest earthquakes� as relatively large
values for the quadratic regression term �a�� demonstrate� the GS�MT moment magnitude
apparently underestimates earthquake size� The comparison results for ���
����� �row 
�
indicate that after ���
 moment magnitudes in the GS�MT catalog are much closer to the
CMT values� especially for large earthquakes�

Magnitude comparison of MT and conventional catalogs �PDE and ISC� � rows ��� and
�
��� � again demonstrates the higher accuracy of magnitude determination for deeper
events the ��m�values decrease with depth� Large values for all regression coe�cients
testify to a signi�cant bias in mb and MS determination� as well as saturation e�ect for
both these magnitudes� If one knows the bias� linear and quadratic term values �i�e�� a�� a��
and a��� one can correct these magnitudes to obtain the moment magnitude estimate� But
the discussion around ���� indicates that the obtained moment magnitude values would
be highly inaccurate� especially for mb�mw conversion�

To evaluate magnitude accuracy of both MT catalogs� we compared them with a third
catalog� PDE or ISC� The values of ��m for CMT�PDE and GS�MT�PDE are comparable
�rows ����� in Table 
�� We used the time period ���
����� for our test� since the GS�MT
catalog seems to have a lower and stable magnitude threshold during this time �Fig� ���
Similar results are obtained for a CMT�ISC and GS�MT�ISC comparison �rows �
��� in
Table 
�� The approximate equality of the ��m�values suggests that magnitude errors
for both MT catalogs are equal� so we can estimate an error for an individual magnitude
measurement ��m�� using a formula similar to �
��

�m � ��m�
p

� � ����

The magnitude accuracy of both MT catalogs appears to be on the order of ���� for shallow
earthquakes� decreasing to about ���
 for deep events� These values generally agree with
di�erences in log seismic moment for the CMT and GS�MT catalogs� reported by Hel�rich
������� He quotes the following values for the standard deviation ���
� ����� and ���� for
shallow� intermediate and deep seismicity� respectively� If we divide the above values by
��
 �see Eq� ��� we �nd that Hel�rich� estimates for deeper events are slightly smaller than
ours�
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We estimate the dependence of the CMT�GS�MT moment magnitude di�erence and
its standard deviation on magnitude and catalog time� The standard deviation ��m for all
earthquake depths ������ km� increases with the magnitude from values of ��� for m � � to
about ���
 for m � �� This increase is� most probably� connected to a bias of the GS�MT
catalog in estimating seismic moment for very large earthquakes �see above��

The variations in "m and ��m over time are displayed in Fig� �
� From the plot it is
clear that whereas the average magnitude di�erence exhibits no clear pattern� the standard
deviation decreased signi�cantly during the time�span of both catalogs� Starting from ��m

about ���
 in �������� the standard deviation reached about ���� in the most recent �ve
years�

��� Conventional earthquake catalogs

Comparing the PDE and ISC catalogs �rows ����� in Table 
� shows that mb estimates
are reasonably close the standard error for the di�erence is similar to that for MT catalogs
�see also Christophersen� ����� section ��
���� This suggests that the uncertainties in mb

determination are relatively low� i�e�� on the order of ���� magnitude units �see Eq� ����
However� the di�erence between two standard magnitudes� mb and MS � is large� standard
deviations are comparable to the ��m�value for comparison with moment magnitudes�

By comparing the ��m�values for di�erent pairs of magnitudes� we can roughly estimate
magnitude errors separately� We discussed the moment magnitude errors above� these
estimates are signi�cantly smaller than ��m�values for m�mb and m�MS comparison�
Therefore� we assume that mb and MS conversion errors contribute mainly to ��m� Hence�
using the expression similar to ����� we estimate the mb total error as about ���
 and MS

standard error about ���� Ekstr�om and Dziewonski ������ obtained a similar uncertainty
estimate for MS �m conversion�

These standard variation estimates assume that errors are random� i�e�� there is no
systematic e�ect in magnitude determination� These assumptions are clearly not valid
catalog compilers use largely overlapping sets of seismograms� so the standard error may
underestimate real magnitude uncertainty� For example� the di�erence between mb�values
in the PDE and ISC catalogs is relatively small� but as we see from other comparisons�
the mb�magnitude imprecisely measures an earthquake�s size as indicated by its seismic
moment� Ekstr�om and Dziewonski ������ remark that the MS values have signi�cant
regional variations which cannot be fully explained by tectonic and other factors�

One indicator of systematic error is the value of the correlation coe�cient for the b�value
variation in di�erent tectonic or geographic regions� These b�values can be estimated�
using either mb or MS values� Kagan ������ indicates that correlation of two sets of b�
values is low� hence� conventional magnitudes may include a signi�cant systematic error
contribution�

��� Moment tensor errors and magnitude uncertainty

Of all the global catalogs we have considered� only the Harvard catalog estimates error
for each seismic moment tensor components� In principle� these errors could be used to
infer the accuracy of determining the seismic moment� However� closer analysis of these
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errors �Kagan� ����� ����a� suggests that the random errors constitute only a part ����
to ���� of the total magnitude uncertainty� Hence� most errors should be connected with
yet unknown systematic e�ects�

To test whether the CMT errors re�ect the accuracy of magnitude determination� we
investigated the dependence of the absolute value for the CMT�GS�MT magnitude dif�
ferences j"mj � jmcmt � musgsj on the CMT relative error �corrected Eq� � in Kagan
�����
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where Eij and Mij are error and moment tensor components� respectively� We use the
absolute value j"mj instead of "m because the latter expression is close to zero on average�
whereas the former di�erence represents the uncertainty of magnitude determination� For
the Gaussian distribution

� j"mj� �
��mp

��
� ����

where �� is a symbol of average� The regression line is

j"mj � ���
� � ����
 � ��
�

in the 
�range  � � ���
!� Frohlich and Davis ������ suggest that 
 � ���
 corresponds
to �well�constrained� CMT solutions� Eq� �
 indicates that the CMT�GS�MT magnitude
di�erence is strongly in�uenced by moment tensor component errors reported in the Har�
vard catalog over the 
�range  � � ���
! the average j"mj�value increases by the factor
of almost ���� Fig� 
 in Kagan �����a� demonstrates that the relative error 
 depends on
earthquake size� decreasing by a factor of about � for large events�

We investigated a similar dependence of the j"mj�value on the CLVD �'� index �or
the non�DC component� for the CMT solution �see section ��� below�� Frohlich and Davis
������ and Kagan ������ also suggest that the large '�value indicates a poor moment ten�
sor solution� However� the dependence between the j"mj�value and the '�index is weak�
the former quantity increases by only about ��� over j'j range  �� �!� In Fig� � of Kagan
�����a� the standard deviation of the '�index is seen as decreasing for large earthquakes�
This means that for these events the absolute value of the '�index should decrease� A pos�
sible explanation for these features is that the '�index depends on the smallest eigenvalue
of the moment tensor in absolute terms� This eigenvalue should not strongly in�uence
the norm of the tensor� which is proportional to its scalar seismic moment� However� as
discussed in the previous paragraph� the accuracy of the solution is generally better for
large earthquakes� If almost all earthquakes are double�couples �DCs� see more below in
section ����� the non�zero value for the smallest eigenvalue is ordinarily due to solution
errors� Thus� in general the '�index would be relatively smaller for large earthquakes� We
consider the '�index and the 
�errors in more details below�

�� Seismic moment�focal mechanism accuracy

Two catalogs we analyze in this work have either seismic moment tensor solution �CMT
and GS�MT� or a �rst�motion DC focal mechanism solution �GS�FM�� The Harvard catalog
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also provides estimates of error for each tensor component� We brie�y discuss the properties
of these datasets as related to focal mechanism representation� to introduce the following
analysis�

The seismic moment tensor is a symmetric �� � matrix� Its trace or the �rst invariant
is set to be zero �Dziewonski et al�� ����� Dziewonski and Woodhouse� ����a�b� Sipkin�
������ Hence the deviatoric tensor has �ve degrees of freedom� For further analysis it
is convenient to separate the independent parameters into three categories the norm of
the tensor� equivalent to the scalar seismic moment� the non�DC or CLVD component of
the tensor �Dziewonski and Woodhouse� ����a� pp� �������� Dziewonski et al�� ������ and
three remaining degrees of freedom which represent orientation of a DC earthquake source
� earthquake focal mechanism �Kagan� ����� ����a�� The orientation of a DC source may
be characterized by the following three quantities a rotation angle ��� of counterclockwise
rotation from the �rst DC source to the second� and a location of a rotation pole on a
reference sphere � colatitude� �� and longitude� 	 �Kagan ����c� ������

We discussed the scalar seismic moment or moment magnitude in the previous section�
In this section� we �rst comment upon seismic moment tensor errors of the CMT catalog�
then analyze the CLVD component for the CMT and GS�MT catalogs� and �nally look at
the di�erence of focal mechanism solutions for the two global MT catalogs above and the
GS�FM catalog�

��� Seismic moment tensor errors

The Harvard catalog reports the standard errors for the seismic moment tensor com�
ponents� We use these errors to infer the quality of the solutions and correlate them with
di�erences of solutions in other catalogs� Since Frohlich and Davis ������ and Kagan
������ ����a� discuss certain features of the errors and their relation to a tensor solution
accuracy� we present here only a short outline of the error properties�

As in Dziewonski and Woodhouse �����a�b� we use the system of coordinates �Up�
South� East � r� � �� Aki and Richards ����� p� ���� and the � elements of the symmetric
seismic moment tensor ordered as

Mrr � M��� M��� Mr� � Mr�� M�� � ����

or in matrix form

M �

������
Mrr Mr� Mr�

M�� M��

M��

������ � ����

We de�ne the relative error tensor ��� components as �corrected equation in the �rst
line of the section ����� in Kagan �����

�ij ��Eij�M � � ����

Plots of �rr and �r� for the ��������� CMT catalog of shallow earthquakes are presented
in Figs� ��a�b� As expected� the largest values of � are for the elements �r� and �r�� the
solution for these components is unstable as the centroid depth approaches zero �Kanamori
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and Given� ����� Dziewonski et al�� ����� p� ����� Dziewonski and Woodhouse� ����a�
pp� �������� ����b� Scott and Kanamori� ���
� Frohlich and Davis� ������ Whereas the
�rr � ���� ���� ��� components scarcely depend on centroid depth� �r� and �r� have values
��� times higher for events near the Earth�s surface� Only at a depth of �� km do these
�r� and �r� approach the other components� values �see also Eqs� ����� below��

For some shallow earthquakes in the Harvard catalog� no solution can be obtained for
the tensor components Mr� and Mr�� In such a case �r� and �r� as well as Mr� and
Mr� are set to zero� We found ��� such m � 
�� earthquakes in the ��������� catalog
�out of ������ total�� almost all have depth set to �� or �
 km� Two of these earthquakes
have a predominantly thrust mechanism �see end of Section ��� for the focal mechanism
determination�� ��� are strike�slip events� and �
 have a normal focal mechanism� The
latter two types of earthquakes are concentrated in mid�oceanic ridges and transform faults�
Since these events are very shallow� this explains their poor solution convergence for Mr�

and Mr� tensor components� Naturally� such earthquakes have been excluded from the
Fig� ��b plot�

The ��� dependence on depth �D� has been approximated by a linear regression

�ij � a� � a� �D � ����

From Figs� ��a�b and similar plots� we obtain estimates for m � 
�� earthquakes

a� � ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ����� � ����

and
a� � �������� �������� �������� ��������� ��������� ������� � ����

for �rr � ���� ���� �r�� �r�� ���� respectively�

Only minor di�erences �within ����
�� have been found in error distribution for earth�
quakes of di�erent focal mechanisms� However� for stronger earthquakes we �nd the values
of a� to be much smaller for mt � ���� for instance� a� � ����� for �rr � ���� ���� ��� com�
ponents and a� � ���� for �r� and �r��

Relatively high values for �r� and �r� components mean that the total relative error 

in Eq� �� would be almost completely controlled by these components for shallow events�
Kanamori and Given ������ indicate that because of large errors associated with these
components for shallow earthquakes� the scalar seismic moment and moment magnitude
are correlated with the fault plane dip� Therefore� errors in dip angle estimate may cause
a large magnitude bias�

��� Non�DC �CLVD� component of seismic moment tensor

The CLVD or '�index has been brie�y discussed in Section ���� where its lack of in�u�
ence on the magnitude di�erence in two MT catalogs is explained� The non�DC component
of the seismic moment tensor can be characterized by the ' or CLVD�index

' �
�
p

�

�
� I�

��I����� �
�
p

� ������
� ������ � ���� � ��������

� ����
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where I� and I� are invariants of the deviatoric tensor �Kagan and Knopo�� ���
�� and �i
are its eigenvalues� The '�index ranges from �� to ��

We investigated the properties of the '�index for two catalogs� CMT and GS�MT� as
well as correlation of the '�values for these datasets� In particular� we obtained plots of
the ' and j'j dependence on earthquake time� depth� focal mechanism� and magnitude�
The reason we studied the absolute '�value is that the '�distribution is largely symmetric
with regard to zero� Fig� �� displays one example of such symmetry the dependence of
the '�index on depth for shallow earthquakes in the CMT catalog� If the non�zero CLVD
component is due to geometric or physical causes� the '�distribution should be asymmetric
most shallow earthquakes occur in a compressional environment� i�e�� in subduction zones
�Kagan� ����a� his Table 
�� thus negative '�index �Kuge and Lay� ����a�b� is preferred�
This ' symmetry leads to the conclusion that for the routinely determined moment tensor�
the non�DC component yields no signi�cant information on the properties of earthquake
source �see more in Kagan� ������

Kuge and Lay �����b� argued that the CLVD component is largely negative for medium
size ����
 �M � ���� Nm� or ���� � m � 
���� shallow earthquakes in subduction zones�
where compressional stresses are predominant� They consider the CLVD determination of
larger earthquakes in the CMT catalog to be biased due to use of long�period mantle waves
in their solutions �see Fig� ��� To test this hypothesis� we repeated diagrams like Fig� ��
for earthquakes in this moment range� no substantial change of regression coe�cients is
observed in these plots�

Detailed investigations of large earthquakes� like the ���� Chi�Chi� Taiwan �Teng et

al�� ����� earthquake demonstrate a signi�cantly complex geometry of earthquake rupture�
Such geometrical complexity should yield a non�zero value for the CLVD component� Since
earthquakes generally exhibit a self�similar geometrical pattern� this would imply that all
earthquakes should have a non�zero '�index�

The study of '�index behavior failed to �nd any signi�cant dependence on time� depth�
or focal mechanism� The non�DC component for the CMT catalog clearly decreases for
larger earthquakes� as Fig� � in Kagan �����a� demonstrates� Kuge and Lay �����a� show
the same dependence for the CMT catalog in their Fig� �� Such an e�ect is observed for
the GS�MT catalog� but on a much smaller scale the �j�j declines from ���� to ���
 in
the magnitude interval  
�
 � ���!� As Frohlich and Davis ������ p� ����� remarked� the
CLVD components are signi�cantly larger in the Harvard catalog than in the GS�MT� All
the above arguments suggest that the CLVD component is not presently measured with
accuracy su�cient to study its properties�

However� the strongest argument that the CLVD component in routine solutions for the
seismic moment tensor results from interpretation errors and not from a physical reality
is the practical lack of correlation between '�values in the Harvard and GS�MT catalogs�
Fig� �� displays a diagram of the '�indices for matched earthquakes in both catalogs� As
in Fig� � by Frohlich and Davis ������ the plot shows no substantial correlation between
these values� a correlation which one would expect� if the CLVD component were due to
properties of earthquake source� Actual correlation for shallow earthquakes is almost zero�
for intermediate and deep earthquakes� similar plots show a small positive correlation be�
tween the CLVD components �� � ��� or � � ���� respectively�� The magnitude threshold
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increase to ��
 or ��� does not modify the pattern in any signi�cant manner�

In conclusion� the results of the '�index analysis can be formulated as follows� As in any
physical measurement� two problems need to be solved in any quantitative investigation
of the CLVD component the size of a phenomenon to be studied and a measurement
error� For the CLVD index both of these e�ects presently are largely unknown� The low
correlation coe�cient for the '�index in both MT catalogs suggests that its accuracy can
be approximately estimated from Fig� �� the standard error for j'j is about ��� for the
CMT dataset� whereas �j�j � ���
 for the GS�MT catalog� We know even less about
the distribution of the '�values for tectonic and other earthquakes� Kagan and Knopo�
����
� tried to estimate the index for a stochastic model of earthquake fault geometry�
arguing that even if constitutive sub�events are DC sources� because of fault complexity
the resulting earthquake would have a non�zero CLVD component� Similar arguments
have been advanced by Kuge and Lay �����b�� Kagan and Knopo��s ����
� results imply
that the CLVD index has a scale�invariant �fractal� statistical distribution and only a few
percent of earthquakes may have j'j � ���� Thus� we conclude that except for a few well�
studied events� almost all routine ' determinations for individual tectonic earthquakes
may turn out to be artifacts�

What can be said about studies of the CLVD components for sets of earthquakes�
such as� for example� by Kuge and Lay �����a�b�# In principle� if CLVD uncertainties
are random and independent� for a set of n earthquakes the standard error is reduced
by a factor

p
n� hence using many earthquakes in a particular tectonic region� we may

see certain non�random properties of earthquake distribution� However� as Kuge and Lay
�����a� indicated� there may exist systematic errors for large earthquakes in the CLVD
determination �see above�� it is quite possible that other systematic e�ects are also present
in the data� Thus� only after a careful analysis of uncertainties in the CLVD evaluation�
could such investigations produce reliable results�

��� Di	erences between DC focal mechanisms

����� Rotation angle� �� between two solutions

The ��D rotation angle� �� between two DC solutions represents their di�erence� This
angle is the minimum ��D rotation necessary to transform one DC source into another
�Kagan� ����c�� We investigated the ��dependence on time� relative error� 
 ����� the
'�index ����� depth� and magnitude of matched earthquakes�

Fig� �� displays a histogram of the rotation angle � distribution and its approximation
by three theoretical distributions the Cauchy� Rayleigh� and Maxwell laws� Kagan ������
provides formulas for these distributions �see his Eqs� �� ��� and ��� respectively� and
explains why the Maxwell distribution should approximate rotation errors� As we see from
the diagram� all the approximations are far from perfect the tail of empirical distribution
is heavier than that for Rayleigh and Maxwell laws� the Cauchy distribution seems to
approximate the tail better� but fails to �t for small values of �� The latter distribution
is not expected to approximate the � angle which is caused mostly by solution errors �see
more in Kagan� ����� ������ The cause for the discrepancy in the Maxwell law �t is most
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probably the same as for Fig� �� � inhomogeneity of the � distribution� As Table � below
demonstrates� the mean rotation angle depends on several variables� It is quite possible
that there are other sources of inhomogeneity as well�

The dependence on time� illustrated in Fig� ��� testi�es to a great improvement in
the solution accuracy over the time�span ���������� We �nd that the CLVD�index� the
relative error� earthquake depth� and catalog time all have a major in�uence on the ��
value� Table � illustrates these in�uences� We approximate the connection by a linear
regression

� � � � a� � a� �x � xc� � ����

where x is any of the above variables� and xc is the variable�s initial value for time
Tc � �����

The �rst six rows in Table � report the regression results for a CMT�GS�MT compari�
son� Comparing the a��values for di�erent depths� we see that as in many other plots and
tables discussed above� deeper earthquakes routinely have a smaller ��angle� Therefore�
their solutions are more accurate�

For shallow matched earthquakes the dependence on the '�index is symmetric� so we
used an absolute '�value for correlation� The focal mechanism accuracy seems to depend
strongly on the j'j�value for the CMT catalog� for j'j � ��
� the rotation angle increases
by a factor from about ���
 to ��
� compared to j'j � �� The j'j�value below of ��
�
is suggested by Frohlich and Davis ������ as the critical level for selection of a �well�
constrained� solution �see also Kagan� ������ However� no such regularity is observed for
the j'j�value derived for the GS�MT catalog� Therefore� this CLVD component is a poor
indicator of focal mechanism accuracy in the GS�MT case�

For the relative error 
 �Eq� ���� we obtain an even stronger result for 
 � ���
 the
��value increases by a factor from ��� to ���� compared to 
 � �� This 
�value has also
been proposed by Frohlich and Davis ������ as the critical level for selection of a �well�
constrained� solution �see also Kagan� ������ However� a closer inspection of ��
 plots
shows that relatively few earthquakes have 
 � ����

The values of regression coe�cients for catalog time T in Table � con�rm �see Fig� ���
the regression results from the plot are entered in row 
 of Table �� that those solutions�
accuracy signi�cantly increased during the time�span of both catalogs� Over �� years the
average ��value decreases by more than a factor of two�

The value of regression coe�cients for the CMT�GS�FM comparison �row � in Table ��
reveals that the �rst�motion focal mechanisms have the same accuracy �or only slightly
worse� as the GS�MT solutions� This result is slightly unexpected� since the �rst�motion
focal mechanisms represent a beginning phase of earthquake rupture� whereas MT mech�
anism corresponds to the main phase� It is widely believed �see� for example� Scott and
Kanamori� ���
� Anderson� ����� that both focal mechanisms should di�er� However�
these results seem to indicate that if the di�erence exists� it is much smaller than the
� � �
� � ��� which we observe for most angle values in Table ��

We comment �nally how magnitude in�uences the ��value �not shown in Table ���
Contrary to what may be expected� there is little change in the rotation angle as magnitude
goes from 
�
 to over ��� for example� for shallow ��������� earthquakes � increases
only from ���
� to ������ However� if the time period is restricted to ���
������ the
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��angle decreases with magnitude from ����� for a m� earthquake to ����� for a m�
event� This behavior change is probably caused by modi�ed inversion procedures in the
GS�MT catalog �Sipkin� ����� around ���
 before that time focal mechanisms of large
earthquakes apparently have a larger uncertainty in this catalog� Slightly stronger �and
with an expected sign� in�uence is found for matched deep earthquakes in CMT�GS�MT
catalogs � goes from about ����� to ����� when magnitude changes from 
�
 to ���� The
��values decrease with magnitude increase for CMT�GS�FM comparison�

It is interesting to compare the ��values in Table � with the average ��value one
obtains for completely random rotation of a DC source �see Fig� � in Kagan� �����
�� � �
��� � ����� is obtained by simulation� Using an expression similar to Eq� ��� we
estimate that for the best determinations of focal mechanisms� uncertainty in the ��value
for both CMT and GS�MT catalogs should be around 
� to ��� This means that for these
best focal mechanisms� the accuracy in � determination is only about a factor of � to ��
better than a random value�

����� Rotation pole distribution

Fig� ��a and ��b display the distribution of the rotation pole on a reference sphere� If
the ��D rotation is completely random� the colatitude � should be distributed according
to a sinusoid in  �� � ����! range and the longitude 	 should be uniform in the range
 �� � ����!� In most of the diagrams� empirical histograms seem close to the theoretical
distributions� In Fig� �� we show one case where the discrepancy is large�

Table � summarizes rotation parameters� distribution for several depth intervals and
various earthquake focal mechanisms� With regard to the ��value� the largest di�erence is
displayed by normal shallow earthquakes �deep thrust events are too infrequent to draw any
de�nite conclusion�� Strike�slip shallow events have the largest di�erence in distribution
parameters �the average and the standard deviation� from that corresponding to a random
rotation� As shown in Fig� ��a the rotation pole is more often located near the horizontal
plane than the random rotation distribution� Similarly� the longitude is not distributed
uniformly over a sphere�

Three rotations around r� � and � axes �Eq� ��� can be represented by the following
orthogonal matrices �Altmann� ����� p� ���

Rr �

������
� � �
� cos � � sin �
� sin � cos �

������ �R� �

������
cos � � sin �

� � �
� sin � � cos �

������ �R� �

������
cos� � sin � �
sin� cos� �

� � �

������ �
����

where �� �� and � are rotation angles� Comparing ���� with ���� we see that 
r� and 
r�
errors cause rotation of the tensor around East�West �E�W� or South�North �S�N� axes�
respectively�

As we see from Figs� ��a�b� for shallow earthquakes 
r� and 
r� exceed all other moment
component errors� Three principal focal mechanisms �thrust� strike�slip� and normal� can
be represented by the following diagonal matrices

diag � � � �!� diag � � � �!� and diag �� � �! � ��
�
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Rotation by the Rr matrix would change only a strike of a focal mechanism without
changing its type� thus the �rst term in ��
� matrices would remain constant� whereas
M��� M��� and M�� undergo appropriate transformations�

From ���� and ��
� expressions we hypothesize that for shallow earthquakes the error
rotation pole would concentrate in a horizonal plane� Simulations con�rm this conjecture�
As in Kagan ������� we simulate rotation of an individual focal mechanism ��
�� using
either rotations in ���� or rotations induced by random errors in tensor components�

As another technique we use moment component errors in the CMT catalog to simulate
average mechanism rotation for all earthquakes in ���
 km range� as well as rotation for
three classes of focal mechanisms� In Fig� �� we demonstrate the distribution of the rotation
pole if the rotation is caused by Gaussian distributed errors with the standard error listed
in the CMT catalog� The diagrams show that for shallow ����
 km� events� the rotation
pole is more likely to be near the horizontal plane� corresponding to colatitude � � ����
especially so for strike�slip earthquakes� The rotations in Fig� �� are not fully analogous to
those in Fig� �� �rst� the tensor component errors in the CMT catalog do not represent the
whole uncertainty �Kagan� ������ second� solution errors in both CMT�GS�MT catalogs
cause rotations in Fig� ���

Both eigenvalues for strike�slip earthquakes are in�uenced by S�N and E�W rotations�
Thus� these events should be more strongly rotated due to 
r� and 
r� errors� Since
these rotations should not signi�cantly change eigenvalues� the CLVD index would not be
a�ected by them� Table � in Kagan ������ con�rms these conjectures the rotation angle
� for a strike�slip earthquake is larger than that for other focal mechanisms� whereas the
'�index variance is the smallest one�

Distribution of the longitude is more complex our simulations show that it largely
depends on the strike distribution of focal mechanisms for considered earthquakes� A
more complete analysis of rotation pole pattern would require more detailed investigations�
Analytical representation of rotations induced by tensor component errors would facilitate
such an analysis� Xu and Grafarend ������ and Xu ������ investigated the geometry of
the eigenspectra for general and constrained second�rank tensors� although the solution for
the DC tensor in the representation M � �� �� and 	 �see the beginning of this section� is
still� as far as we know� unavailable�

	� Discussion

Our aim has been to analyze the whole range of catalog uncertainties catalog com�
pleteness� earthquake time� location� magnitude errors� as well as seismic moment tensor
solution accuracy� The Harvard CMT catalog clearly is the most complete and detailed in
existence� thus� we attempted to analyze its accuracy as much as was feasible�

The major tool of our investigations has been to compare parameters for earthquakes
matched in several catalogs� Although some catalogs provide estimates of parameter un�
certainties� in origin time and location errors� these quantities show only an internal dis�
crepancy of solutions� Each such solution has systematic e�ects which may exceed the
reported random error values� Moreover� most catalogs lack reported uncertainties for
earthquake magnitude or for most important parameters of moment tensor solutions�

What is the source of earthquake parameter di�erences we found# Some disagreements
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can be traced to a di�erent frequency range of seismograms used in data interpretation�
Magnitudes and scalar seismic moments depend on the frequency� measure di�erent earth�
quake properties� and thus cannot be expected to be identical� In principle seismic moment
should be estimated at zero frequency �Aki and Richards� ������ however� in practical eval�
uations �Dziewonski et al�� ����� Dziewonski and Woodhouse� ����a�b� Sipkin� ����� Sipkin
et al�� ����� low frequency waves are used� Since the period of these waves is occasionally
comparable or even less than the rupture time of the greatest earthquakes� an estimation
bias is unavoidable�

The other source of parameter di�erences are various interpretation techniques and
assumptions used in seismogram processing� Since these particulars of technique are not
fully recorded� their accounting is di�cult� And� �nally� di�erence is caused by random
errors which are the e�ect of model de�ciencies and insu�cient knowledge of the Earth�s
structure�

An important issue in comparing catalogs is degree of statistical independence in data
entries� Clearly� earthquake parameters listed in datasets are not fully independent for in�
stance� the CMT and GS�MT catalogs usually initiate solution construction after receiving
a message from the PDE or ISC catalog compilers� Thus� one should expect that moment
tensor catalogs would list almost all moderate or large earthquakes� available in the PDE
or ISC catalogs�

Catalog compilers also use sets of seismograms which at least partially coincide� the
Earth structure parameters are also not independent and may share similar systematic
e�ects� Therefore� di�erences in parameters of matched earthquakes may under�estimate
real earthquake errors� However� despite these quali�cations� our statistical analysis pro�
vides at least a lower bound for possible uncertainty values� Future investigations may
improve the accuracy of such estimates�

Another important issue in catalog accuracy analysis is the presence of regional or local
variations in earthquake parameters or seismicity patterns� These variations may result
from di�erent techniques used in seismogram processing� or have an underlying physical
cause� For example� if it can be shown that earthquake distribution parameters obtained
while using di�erent techniques or di�erent datasets have no signi�cant correlation over
regional or local scales� this �nding would support the spurious character of these features
�see the end of Section �����


� Conclusions

We analyze four worldwide earthquake catalogs to infer their completeness and accuracy
of earthquake parameters� We con�ned our studies mostly to the Harvard CMT catalog�
especially its moment tensor solutions� The results of investigations can be summarized
as follows

�� We have devised more rigorous procedures for testing the completeness of catalogs
and accurately estimating lower magnitude thresholds�

�� The CMT catalog is reasonably complete� with the magnitude threshold changing
from about 
�� in the �rst years to the present value of about 
��� The threshold also
varies with earthquake depth� tectonic provinces� and earthquake focal mechanism�

�� Seismic moment tensor catalogs based on low frequency seismic data �like the CMT�
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miss some earthquakes� even quite large ones� when they occur close in time to others�
These could seriously a�ect the results of earthquake clustering and aftershock studies�
Additional work is needed to quantify this feature of catalogs�

�� Origin time and location di�erences between MT and conventional earthquake cat�
alogs can be explained by di�erent Earth�s structure adopted in interpretation� as well as
by random errors and extended source properties of large earthquakes� The latter feature
is well approximated by regular earthquake scaling relations�


� Accuracy of magnitude evaluation estimated for moment magnitude uncertainty is
on the order ���
������ depending on earthquake depth� catalog time� and magnitude� For
the CMT catalog� the magnitude errors strongly correlate with seismic tensor component
errors� allowing an additional method to estimate this uncertainty�

�� Conversion of conventional magnitudes into moment magnitude leads to magnitude
errors which are by a factor of three to four higher than errors in the MT catalogs� The
saturation e�ect makes these magnitudes even less reliable for estimating the size of large
earthquakes�

�� No signi�cant correlation between non�DC components of CMT and GS�MT solu�
tions suggests that routinely determined CLVD�values do not reliably indicate deviation
of earthquake focal mechanisms from a standard fault model�

�� We analyzed how seismic tensor component errors reported in the CMT catalog
in�uence major parameters of earthquake focal mechanisms� Due to large errors for near
Earth surface earthquakes� their solutions have a larger uncertainty�

�� Focal mechanism error as measured by a ��D rotation angle depends on catalog
time� earthquake depth� magnitude� CLVD�index� tensor component errors� The angle
varies from �
� � ��� to 
� � �� for the best solutions�

��� The distribution of a ��D rotation pole for shallow earthquakes exhibits features
explainable by large tensor component errors� More thorough analysis is needed to explore
regularities of ��D rotation of earthquake focal mechanisms�
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List of captions

Fig� �� Time distribution of earthquake numbers in the ������������������ GS�MT
catalog m � 
��� m � 
��� m � ���� m � ���� Average number of events is shown
by straight horizontal lines� The numbers of weaker �m � ���� shallow earthquakes
stabilize only after ���
�

Fig� �� Magnitude�frequency relation for the Harvard ������������������� catalog�
Solid lines for all earthquakes� where the solutions are based on body waves� dashed
lines for earthquakes in which long�period mantle waves have also been used in in�
versions� G�R approximations are shown by dotted lines� To avoid overlapping of
the curves we multiply the number of intermediate events by ��� and the number of
deep earthquakes by ����� Each of these techniques �body vs mantle waves� may have
particular di�culties in their solutions �cf� Kuge and Lay� ����a�� thus the transition
from one algorithm to another may introduce di�erent biases in determination of the
scalar seismic moment� M �

Fig� �� Dependence of the ��value estimate on the moment magnitude cuto�� mv� for the
Harvard ������������������� catalog� Solid line � shallow earthquakes ����� km��
dashed line � intermediate earthquakes ������� km�� dotted line � deep earthquakes
�������� km�� Curves stabilize around mv � 
�
 which roughly correspond to the
threshold value� The ��values at the plateau � � � �

�
correspond to the traditional

G�R b�value equal to ����

Fig� �� Dependence of the signi�cance level� �� for rejection of the Pareto �G�R� distri�
bution on the moment magnitude cuto�� mv� for the Harvard �������������������
catalog� Solid line � shallow earthquakes ����� km�� dashed line � intermediate earth�
quakes ������� km�� dotted line � deep earthquakes �������� km�� The curves increase
sharply at some magnitude cuto� value� Selecting an appropriate signi�cance level
�� we determine the threshold mt�value�

Fig� 
� Temporal distribution of earthquake magnitudes in the �������������� GS�MT
catalog for which there is no match in the Harvard catalog� Depth range is ����� km�
Most of earthquakes missing from the Harvard catalog are associated with complex
events which were interpreted di�erently in the GS�MT list�

Fig� �� Distribution of time intervals between earthquakes in the Harvard catalog�
���������� The maximum separation between centroids is �
� km� Solid line �
��� � m � 
�
� dashed line � ��
 � m � ���� dash�dotted line � ��� � m � ��
� dotted
line � ��
 � m � ���� circles � ��� � m � ��
� ��� and solid line � ��
 � m � ����
where m above is the magnitude of the �rst earthquake in a sequence� The shift
of curves to longer time intervals for larger earthquakes may be explained by their
longer coda�

Fig� �� Plot of time di�erence �"t� between the origin time in the PDE catalog and the

��



Harvard CMT centroid time for shallow ����� km� earthquakes� Dashed line � linear
approximation� solid line � quadratic approximation� Results of both regressions are
written at the top of the plot � is the coe�cient of correlation� � � standard error�
�max � maximum di�erence� n � number of pairs�

Fig� �� Plot of binned time di�erences between the origin time in the PDE catalog and
the Harvard CMT centroid time for shallow ����� km� earthquakes� We exclude the
last bin that contains only three earthquakes �see Fig� ��� Solid line � approximation
from Smith and Ekstr�om ����
�� Circles � average di�erence� pluses and stars �
average di�erence and � standard error� respectively�

Fig� �� Plot of dependence of average epicentral distance between CMT centroid and
PDE epicenter for shallow ����� km� earthquakes on CMT moment magnitude� Cir�
cles � average di�erence� pluses and stars � average di�erence and � standard error�
respectively� Solid line � the power�law approximation from Smith and Ekstr�om
������� dashed line � approximation by a quadratic polynomial�

Fig� ��� Plot of dependence of average epicentral distance between PDE and ISC
epicenters for shallow ����� km� earthquakes on mb PDE magnitude� Time limits
are �������������������� Circles � average di�erence� pluses and stars � average
di�erence and � standard error� respectively� The last three points in the plot �for
mb � ��

	
� are based on a few ���� earthquake pairs� hence they are less reliable�

Fig� ��� Histogram of epicentral distances for pairs of matched shallow ����� km�
earthquakes �mb � 
��� in the PDE and ISC catalogs� Time limits are ���������
����������� The solid line is an approximation by the Rayleigh distribution having
the same mean as the empirical distribution� Poor �t between the theoretical and
experimental distributions may be due to a signi�cant inhomogeneity of location
errors�

Fig� ��� Dependence of the moment magnitude di�erence "m between two catalogs
�Harvard and GS�MT� on the Harvard moment magnitude �m � ����� Dashed line �
linear approximation �Eq� ��� solid line � quadratic approximation �Eq� ��� Results
of both regressions are written at the top of the plot � is coe�cient of correlation� �
� standard error� �max � maximum di�erence� n � number of pairs�

Fig� ��� Dependence of the magnitude di�erence "m between two catalogs �Harvard
and PDE�MS� on the Harvard moment magnitude� Dashed line � linear approxima�
tion� solid line � quadratic approximation� Results of both regressions are written at
the top of the plot� see Fig� �� for format�

Fig� ��� Body�wave magnitude mb from the PDE catalog as a function of the Harvard
moment magnitude� Shallow earthquakes ����� km� ��������� are used in com�
parison� Dashed line � linear approximation� solid line � quadratic approximation�
Results of both regressions are written at the top of the plot� see Fig� �� for format�
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In regression analysis results� shown in the plot� mr is taken 
�� �see Eqs� � and ���

Fig� �
� Dependence of the magnitude di�erence for CMT�GS�MT catalogs and its
standard deviation on catalog time� All matched mcmt � � earthquakes �depth range
����� km� are included� Circles � average di�erence� pluses and stars � average dif�
ference and � standard error� respectively� Improvement in magnitude determination
accuracy is clearly seen in the plot�

Figs� ��a�b� Dependence of the Harvard seismic moment tensor errors on depth�
a� Relative error �rr �
b� Relative error �r��
Dashed line � linear approximation� a� corresponds to depth D � � km� solid line �
quadratic approximation� Results of both regressions are written at the top of the
plot� see Fig� �� for format� Whereas the relative error �rr does not signi�cantly
depend on depth� �r� strongly decays with depth�

Fig� ��� Dependence of the CLVD index ' for shallow m � 
�� earthquakes in the
��������� CMT catalog on depth�
Dashed line � linear approximation� a� corresponds to depth D � � km� solid line �
quadratic approximation� The results of both regressions are written at the top of
the plot� see Fig� �� for format�

Fig� ��� Correlation between the CLVD indices �'� for matched shallow m � 
��
earthquakes in the CMT�GS�MT catalogs�
Dashed line � linear approximation� solid line � quadratic approximation� The results
of both regressions are written at the top of the plot� see Fig� �� for format�

Fig� ��� Histogram of the ��D rotation angles ��� between matched pairs of CMT�GS�
MT focal mechanism DC�solutions for shallow m � � earthquakes� Solid line is
approximation by the Rayleigh distribution� Dash�dotted line is the Maxwell distri�
bution approximation� Dashed line is the Cauchy distribution approximation� All the
theoretical distributions have the same mean ��� as the empirical distribution� Also
shown in the plot are the rotation angle standard deviation �� the � median� and the
number of pairs N � Poor �t between the theoretical and experimental distributions
may be due to a signi�cant inhomogeneity of focal mechanism errors�

Fig� ��� Dependence of the ��D rotation angles ��� between matched pairs of CMT�GS�
MT focal mechanism DC�solutions for m � � earthquakes on catalog time� Dashed
line � linear approximation� a� corresponds to year Tc � ����� Results of both
regressions are written at the top of the plot� see Fig� �� for format�

Fig� ��a�b� Histogram of the ��D rotation pole for rotation between matched pairs of
CMT�GS�MT focal mechanism DC�solutions for shallow ����
 km� m � 
�� strike�
slip earthquakes� Statistical parameters of the distributions are written at the top of
the plot� see Fig� �� for format�
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a� Colatitude ���� Dashed line is the sinusoidal distribution approximation� Zero of
colatitude corresponds to the vector of the rotation pole pointing down �Kagan ����c�
Eq� ����
b� Longitude �	�� Dashed line is the uniform distribution approximation�

Fig� ��a�b�c� Distribution of rotation poles over a reference sphere� Earthquake depth
range ���
 km� CMT tensor component errors are used to simulate rotation of DC
focal mechanisms�
a� Thrust earthquakes�
b� Strike�slip earthquakes�
c� Normal earthquakes�
Rotation poles are concentrated near the horizontal plane �� � ����� especially so for
strike�slip earthquakes for which both eigenvalues are in�uenced by rotations caused
by errors�
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TABLE �� Magnitude threshold mt for the Harvard CMT catalog

Shallow Intermediate Deep
���� km ������ km ������� km

	 Years �u � �u � �u �
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Magnitude threshold calculation is based on the Kolmogorov test for the signi�cance
level ��� equal ���� The signi�cance level �u is calculated assuming the universal value for
� � � ������ � � ����� and � � ����� for shallow� intermediate� and deep earthquakes�
respectively �Kagan� ����a�� The signi�cance level � calculated by estimating (� �Kagan�
����a� Eq� ��� and �tting the empirical distribution with the Pareto �G�R� law�

�




TABLE �� Magnitude threshold mt for the Harvard CMT catalog in Flinn�Engdahl seismic regions

Earthquakes
	 FE regions

All Thrust Strike�slip Normal

� Subduction 
��� 
��� ���� 
���
� Collision 
��� 
��� 
��� 
���
� Continental 
��� ���
 
��� 
���
� Oceanic 
��� 
��� 
��� 
���

 Other 
��� 
��� 
��� 
���

Magnitude threshold calculation is based on the Kolmogorov test for the signi�cance
level ��� equal ���� The level � is calculated by estimating (� �Kagan� ����a� Eq� ��� and
�tting the empirical distribution with the Pareto �G�R� law�
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TABLE �� Inter�earthquake time distribution parameter ����

	 Catalogs Magnitude ����
days

� ISC mb �����
� PDE mb �����
� PDE MS �����
� CMT mw �����

 GS�MT mw ���
�

���� is the inter�earthquake time interval for lower ��� distribution for the �rst earth�
quake in ��� � m � 
�
 magnitude range�
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TABLE �� Origin time di�erences �"t� in catalogs

	 Cat� Year Depth m�m n a� a� ��t

km
sec

� c�p ����� ���� mw�MS ��
� ���� ���� ����
� c�p ����� ���� mw�mb ���� ���� ���� ����
� c�p ����� ������ mw�mb ��� ���� ���� ����
� c�p ����� ������� mw�mb ��� 
��� ���� ����

 c�p ����� ����� mw�mb ���
 ���� ���� ����
� c�i ����� ����� mw�mb ���� ���� ���� ����

� p�i ����� ���� mb�mb ����� ����� ���� ����
� p�i ����� ������ mb�mb ��
� ����� ���� ����
� p�i ����� ������� mb�mb ��
� ���� ���� ��
�

Dependence of origin time di�erences on magnitude �the �rst magnitude shown in
column 
�� Catalogs� abbreviations are �c� � for the Harvard CMT catalog� �p� � for the
PDE catalog� and �i� � for the ISC catalog� �m�m� � magnitudes� used in comparison� �n� �
the number of matched pairs in each of two catalogs� We match m � � CMT earthquakes
with PDE and ISC events� When comparing PDE�ISC earthquakes� we use mb � 
 events�
Coe�cients a�� a�� and standard error ��t �columns ���� are calculated for linear regression
�similar to Eq� ��� Coe�cient a� is calculated for rows ��� using mr � � and for rows ���
using mr � 
�
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TABLE 
� Magnitude di�erences in catalogs

	 Cat� Year Depth m�m n a� a� a� ��m

km
�����

� c�g ����� ���
 mw�mw ��� � 
 
� ���
� c�g ����� ���� mw�mw ���� � ��� �� ���
� c�g ����� ������ mw�mw ��� ��� ��� 
� ��
� c�g ����� ������� mw�mw ��� ��� �� �� ��

 c�g �
��� ���� mw�mw ��� �� �� �� ��

� c�p ����� ���
 mw�mb ��
� ��� ��� ��� ���
� c�p ����� ���� mw�mb ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
� c�p ����� ������ mw�mb ��� ��� ��
 ��� ���
� c�p ����� ������� mw�mb ��� ��� ��� �� ���

�� c�p ����� ���� mw�MS ��
� ��� ���
 �
� ���
�� g�p �
��� ����� mw�mb 
�� ��� ��� ��� �
�
�� c�p �
��� ����� mw�mb ��
 �
� ��� ��� ��

�� g�p �
��� ����� mw�MS ��� ��� ���� �
 ���
�� c�p �
��� ����� mw�MS ��� ��� ���� ��� ���

�
 c�i ����� ���� mw�mb ���� ��� ��� ��� �
�
�� c�i ����� ����� mw�mb ��
� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� g�i ����� ���� mw�mb ���
 �
� ��� �� ��

�� g�i ����� ����� mw�mb ���
 ��� ��� �� ���

�� p�i ����� ���� mb�mb ����� �� �� �� ���
�� p�i ����� ���� MS�mb ����
 ��� 
�� �� ��

�� p�p ����� ���� MS�mb ���� ��� ��� �� ���

Dependence of magnitude di�erences on magnitude �the �rst magnitude shown in col�
umn 
�� Catalogs� abbreviations are �c� � for the Harvard CMT catalog� �g� � for the
GS�MT catalog� �p� � for the PDE catalog� and �i� � for the ISC catalog� �m�m� � mag�
nitudes� used in comparison� �n� � the number of matched pairs in each of two catalogs�
Parameters a�� a�� a�� and � are multiplied by ���� to save display space� We match
m � � CMT earthquakes with GS�MT� PDE and ISC events� When comparing PDE�ISC
earthquakes� we use mb � 
 or MS � 
 events� Coe�cient a� �column �� is calculated for
all entries using mr � � �see Eq� ���
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TABLE �� Dependence of ��D rotation angle � on CLVD index� relative error� and catalog time

	 Cat� Depth n j'j 
 T
Type km

a� a� � a� a� a� a�

� c�g ���
 ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� �����
� c�g ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���
 �����
� c�g ������ ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� �
�� �����
� c�g ������� ��� ���
 
�� ���� ��� ��� ���� �����

 c�g ����� ���� ���� ��� ���� �
�� ��� ���� �����
� c�g �������� ���� ���� ���
 ���� � � � �
� c�f ����� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����


Catalogs� abbreviations are �c� � for the Harvard CMT catalog� �g� � for the GS�MT
catalog� and �f� � for the GS�FM catalog� �n� � the number of matched pairs in each of two
catalogs� Parameters a�� � are measured in degrees� a� is measured in degrees per unit of
j'j� 
� and year� respectively� ��� the j'j�value from the GS�MT catalog is used� We match
m � � CMT earthquakes with GS�MT and GS�FM events�

��



TABLE �� Dependence of ��D rotation pole location on focal mechanism and depth of earthquakes

	 Depth FM n � � � �� 	 ��

� ���
 Thr ��� �
��� �
�
� ����� ����� ����� ��
��
� ���
 S�S ��� ����� �
��� ����� ����� ����� ����
� ���
 Nor ��� ����� ����� ����
 ���
� ����� �����
� ���
 All ��

 �
��� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����


 ���� Thr ���� ����� �
��� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ���� S�S 

� ����� �
��� ����� ����� ����� ����
� ���� Nor ��� ����� ����
 ����� ����
 ����� ����

� ���� All ���� �
��
 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

� ������ Thr ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����

�� ������ S�S �� ����
 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
�� ������ Nor ��� ����� �
��� ����� ����� ��
�� �����
�� ������ All 
�
 ���
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��
��

�� ������� Thr �� ����
 ����� ����� ����� ����� ����
�� ������� S�S �
 ����� ��
� ����� ����� ��
�� �����
�
 ������� Nor ��� �
��� ����� �
��� �
��� ����� �����
�� ������� All ��� �
�
� ����� ����
 ����� ����� �����

�� EV ���� ����� ����� �����

We match m � 
�� CMT earthquakes with GS�MT events� Focal mechanism �FM�
is selected by using the CMT catalog �Thr� � thrust FM� �S�S� � strike�slip FM� �Nor� �
normal FM� EV are expected values of parameters� if the rotation pole is distributed with
uniform randomness on a reference sphere�

��
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Fig. 1: USGS 1980/1/1−−2000/7/31, shallow: − n56; −. n58; −− n60; − n62
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Fig. 2: Harvard catalog 1977/1/1−−2000/12/31: m>5.8, : G−R 
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Fig. 3: CMT 1977−2000, β (M
v
): − 0−70km; −− 70−300km; : 300−700km
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Fig. 4: CMT 1977−2000, α:  − 0−70km; −− 70−300km; : 300−700km
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Fig. 5: USGS 1980−−2000/7/31 (M>5.0, 0−700km, unmatched CMT), Start−val = 1980
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Fig. 6: Time next eq, 0−700km, 1977−2000: − 6>M>5.5, −− 6.5>M>6, −. 7>M>6.5, : 7.5>M>7
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Fig. 7: CMT−PDE 1977−−2000 (M>5.3, R
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Fig. 9: CMT/PDE, 1977−2000/12/31, 0−70km, M>=6.0, <R> (epicentral distance) +/− σ
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=250km, 1971−1998, 0−70km, M>=5.0, <R> (epicentral distance) +/− σ
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Fig. 12: CMT/USGS 1980−−2000/07/31 (M>6.0 pairs, shal. 0−35km, R<140km), Start−val = 6
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Fig. 13: CMT/PDE 1977−−2000 (M
w
>6.0 pairs, matched, all 0−35km, R<250km), Start−val = 6
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Fig. 14: CMT/PDE 1977−−2000 (M
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>5.3 pairs, matched, 0−70km, R<250km), Start−val = 5.3
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=140km, 1980−2000/7/31, 0−700km, M>=6.0, ∆ M +/− σ
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Fig. 16a: CMT 1977−−2000/12/31 (M>5.3 shallow, all, 0−70km, n
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= 6) Relative error, ε
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Fig. 16b: CMT 1977−−2000/12/31 (M>5.3 shallow, all, 0−70km, n
comp

= 6) Relative error, ε
rθ
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Fig. 17: CMT 1977−−2000 (M>5.3, 0−70km) CLVD Index, Γ 
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Fig. 18: CMT/USGS 1980−−2000/07/31 (M>5.3 pairs, shallow 0−70km, R<140km), Γ 
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Fig. 19: CMT−USGS 1980−2000/07/31, Φ hist., m>=6, 0−70 km; − Rayleigh, −. Maxwell, −− Cauchy
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Fig. 20: CMT/USGS 1980−−2000/07/31 (M>6 pairs, all 0−700km, R<140km), Start−val = 1980
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Fig. 21a: CMT−−GS−MT Rotation distr. hist., CMT−strike−slip, m>=5.3, 0−35 km
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Fig. 21b: CMT−−GS−MT Rotation distr. hist., CMT−strike−slip, m>=5.3, 0−35 km
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